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Millions of users will be lost in 
tomorrow’s labyrinth of workstations. In 
fact, today’s users are already lost. An inter- 
network of workstations makes myriad appli- 
cations, services, and computing environ- 
ments available to its users. Users, however, 
can access only resources that they can find, 
and finding a resource is a difficult, if not 
impossible, task. 

To find a resource, you must name it. 
Today’s naming labyrinth is comprised of 
islands of uniform naming in a maze of 
heterogeneity. First, it has a proliferation of 
name spaces, and no single way to name the 
variety of resources available to users. Is the 
resource available through the Domain Name 
System [lo], X.500 [4], the CSNET Name 
Service [8], the Resource Location Protocol 
[l], Archie [13], Netfind [15], Profile [12], 
the Wide Area Information Servers [7], 
Univers [2], the Knowbot Information Ser- 
vice [5 ] ,  the Network Library System [17], a 
company personnel database, or some other 
place? Second, the largest name services, 
like the Domain Name Service and X.500, 
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are hierarchical services. Since most of us 
have trouble finding files in our own direc- 
tory trees, it is no surprise that users cannot 
find things in other users’ naming trees, trees 
that they did not create. Heterogeneity and 
confusion result from both the proliferation 
of services (and service interfaces), and the 
nonuniform tree structure in hierarchical ser- 
vices. 

To the extent that users can deal with 
heterogeneity, they now roam here and there 
looking for what they need. The sheer size of 
the name space daunts all but a brave few. 
Both the number of workstations and the 
information organized by those workstations 
is growing at an alarming rate. In the last ten 
years, we have seen exponential growth in 
the number of hosts on the Internet [9]. This 
growth is accompanied by an exponential 
decline in the cost of disk space, and a 
corresponding increase in the amount of 
information available through hosts on the 
network [6]. Systems are proposed, like 
Melampus [3] and the Information Mesh 
[16], that would integrate most of the infor- 
mation available on our workstations into 
one world-wide database. How are we as 
users to survive this information glut? How 
are we to avoid being forever lost in a 
labyrinth of global proportions? 

Only we, as designers of workstations 
and networks, can remove this labyrinth for 
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users. Our first step is a commitment to pro- 
vide descriptive name services. Descriptive 
name services allow users to discover 
resources by describing some attributes of 
the resources. The labyrinth disappears for 
users, because the descriptive, i.e. relational, 
query language is non-procedural. Users do 
not navigate the name space to find 
resources; the descriptive name service does. 
Users are freed from the need to understand 
the heterogeneous name services and com- 
plex structures in the name space. 

By removing the labyrinth from the 
user's world, we cast it more deeply into our 
world of operating systems and networks. 
The second step in our solution is providing 
high performance descriptive name services 
that unravel the complexities of the name 
space. Many descriptive name services fail 
in this task. They require users to direct the 
search for resources by specifying target 
name services [5 ] ,  target name space servers 
[12], or lower-level branches of the name 
space tree [4]. These services must ask the 
users for guidance, because they are cowed 
by today's naming labyrinth. It is difficult to 
process queries quickly in the distributed, 
heterogeneous and global relational database 
that our name space has become, but queries 
must be fast if users are ever to find anything 
in our internetworks. When confronted with 
the need for speed, these services abandon 
the user by saying: "If you can tell me where 
that name is, I can get it for you quickly." 

When users tell descriptive name ser- 
vices where to look for resources, the lost 
lead the lost through the labyrinth. Another 
case is found in services that automate the 
steps a user would take in finding a resource. 
Archie locates files available on a network by 
making periodic exhaustive listings of files 
on hosts with anonymous ftp directories 
[13]. Netfind locates people by using infor- 
mation from USENET messages to direct 
5 inger queries to the most likely hosts for 
particular users on the Internet [15]. These 
services act like scouts in the labyrinth. 
They use hints in the environment to direct 
them to places where the needed resources 

are likely to be found. Scouts may get lucky 
and find the needed resource, or they may 
remain lost, like the users before them. 

Communities tend to be friendly or hos- 
tile to scouts: friendly if they think the scout 
will only discover what they want to have 
publicized, and hostile if they think the scout 
with reveal that which is better left unno- 
ticed. Typically each community has some 
things to reveal and some to keep hidden, so 
we need an alternative to scouts. We do not 
want our name service to depend on scouts 
trying all the doors in our systems. 

We cannot rely on users or scouts to 
save the day. We must cooperate with the 
owners and administrators of naming data to 
unravel the labyrinth. Those who control 
naming data must provide us with hints and 
instruction on how to find the data. The 
national highway labyrinth is effectively 
negotiated by road signs and maps. Local 
service providers, like restaurants, post signs 
to help themselves be found. Local com- 
munities provide maps and guides to their 
resources that are incorporated into sum- 
maries for larger geographic areas. This is 
the kind of information we need from the 
controllers of naming data, and they, like ser- 
vice providers and communities on high- 
ways, are the most motivated to provide this 
kind of information. Our descriptive name 
service will succeed if we elicit, organize, 
and encourage the cooperation of the owners 
of naming data. 

Two efforts are currently pursuing this 
kind of descriptive name service. The 
Networked Resource Discovery Project pro- 
poses to use signposts to locate resources 
[14]. This approach works when you are 
looking for one of many instances of a ser- 
vice. For example, it works when you are 
traveling down the highway looking for any 
restaurant and see a restaurant sign. Follow- 
ing signs does not work when you are look- 
ing for an individual item that is not nearby. 
For example, since there are no signs for 
Minneapolis on the interstate system in Chi- 
cago, signs do not help you travel from 
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Chicago to Minneapolis. You are reduced to 
recursive scouting of nearby places (Indiana, 
Wisconsin, Rockford, St. Louis) in the hopes 
of finding an appropriate sign. If you go to 
Wisconsin, you might find Minneapolis 
eventually. If you get to St. Paul, don’t give 
up! If you go to Indiana, you might find 
Miami first. 

Nomenclator is a system that combines 
maps with signs to get us from Chicago to 
Minneapolis without going through Miami 
[ll]. Maps tell us where we are going and 
signposts direct us along the way. Early 
Nomenclator results encourage us that there 
are significant performance advantages to be 
had by using a combination of signs and 
maps to locate resources. If we pursue this 
approach to descriptive name services, we 
and our users will be experienced travelers in 
a interconnected system and never lost in a 
labyrinth. 
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